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Instead of just rattling off our work, we wanted this little zine to provide a snapshot of
the people in BON – their passion and qualities that make us different as a NewLaw
firm.
As the title of this zine implies, ‘Vocatio’ – which means ‘The Call’ in Latin – our vocation
is to represent everyone who needs help. We aim to drive social change through the
law. Our mission is to disrupt the status quo, and to empower the oppressed and the
disenfranchised.
I founded BON, Advocates in January 2014. It has been an exhilarating
journey as we took on cases like election petitions and a woman’s highlypublicised divorce from a tycoon, besides representing public figures like
the Selangor Chief Minister.
We utilise the art of advocacy and
craft ‘Total Law’ solutions to influence the judiciary in the cases we
take up, and to drive change in public
institutions and private entities. We
simplify the law to improve people’s
access to justice. We deliver personalised services to our clients and be
with them every step of the way.
Working together in our chambers
are six other lawyers (Sin Yew, Joshua, Poh Yee, Jane, Aston and Andrew)
and four Pupils (Mei Yee, Shee Pin,
Jubili and Suet Mei). We have two
Clerks (Abbegail and Jian You). All
of them are our valued assets. A law
firm is only as good as the people
who constitute it.
Sin Yew is a restless wanderer who

constantly seeks challenges. He handles our more complicated cases like
boardroom tussles. Joshua wants
to defend more criminal cases. He
pushes for fairer trials and greater
protection for the accused. Poh Yee
contributes to society by advocating
for the rights of the Orang Asli. Jane
loves counselling people in troubled
marriages.
Aston and Andrew joined us in January 2015 bringing new dimensions to
the firm. Aston augments our public
law set having in his own right successfully led arguments in landmark
cases such as the most recent Juzaili
transgender appeal. Oxford-educated
Andrew’s expertise is in international
abitration and commercial litigation
having trained in London. Both advocates have raised the bar here.
Mei Yee challenges herself on a daily
basis while exploring the possibilites
of certainty in the profession. Shee
Pin is taking a day at a time learning life’s lessons. Jubili is training to

assist his fellow Sabahans on their
indigenous land rights. Suet ‘weare-in-this-together’ Mei is probably
overqualified and is interested in
politics. Abbegail is God’s revelation
and Jian You has progressed far in his
life with us.
At BON, we work hard and we have
fun. Our journey this year has been
a blast. We hope you’ll enjoy reading
this little zine as much as we enjoyed
writing it.
We thank you, our clients, for your
trust and for giving us the opportunity to champion your cause. We hope
we have helped facilitate greater access to justice for you.
2014 has been an excellent year partnering with you. We look forward to
serving you better in 2015 and in the
years to come.

23 January 2015
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TIMELINE
+ DECEMBER 2013

-Nurul Izzah Anwar and Chua Tian Chang
keep their seats after successfully defending
two election petitions (Federal Court)
-Court of Appeal dismisses Mat Shuhaimi
Shafiei’s challenge to declare the Sedition
Act unconstitutional

+ APRIL

-Lena Hendry fails to declare the
Fim Censorship Act unconstitutional

+ JUNE

-Abbegail joins
-CEs Jason, Jo Fan, Leslie
& Michael join
-former SUPP leaders get
leave to de-register SUPP

+ FEBRUARY

-Sin Yew, Jane & Joshua join
-Bloomberg engagement
-Khalid Ibrahim wins misfeasance suit
(by YBK)
-CALR starts meetings on the 3Rs

+ JANUARY 2014

-BON commences practice, Ampang office
-instructed to act for accused in a market
manipulation case
-instructed to act for engineers in RCE on
collapse of Penang UMNO building
-instructed to act for MTUC in union litigation
between with HLB & NUBE
-Court of Appeal dismisses government’s
appeal v. landmark 2007 Human Rights Day
Walk judgment

+ MAY

-Poh Yee joins
-instructed to act for defendants in a
market manipulation case
-Puncak Niaga loses judicial review
against Selangor
-Magistrate acquits Susan Lee of
election box tampering

+ MARCH

-Jian You joins
-BON moves to Pantai office
-instructed to draw up PDPA compliance
ecosystem
-client is finally acquitted after nine years
for an offence under the Road Transport Act
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+ OCTOBER

+ AUGUST

-Mei Yee & Shee Pin join
-CEs Anita & Lih Boon join
-Ahmadiyya community gets
leave to challenge JAIS & MAIS

-Bali commune retreat
-Projek Cuci Otak starts
-instructed on Pauline Chai’s divorce
case
-Pengerang residents get leave to
challenge the relocation of graves
-landmark decision by the Court of
Appeal on Zunar’s cartoons

+ DECEMBER

-BON forms alliance with Peter
Low LLP of Mozaic GLP,
Singapore

+ SEPTEMBER

-Jubili joins
-CE Elizabeth joins
-Sin Yew (with Shee Pin) act for Ali
Abd Jalil
-Khalid Ibrahim wins defamation suit
(by YBK)
-Edmund introduces #DIYLaw
-police investigate Edmund for
sedition

+ JANUARY 2015

-Aston and Andrew join

+ NOVEMBER

+ JULY

-Suet Mei joins
-instructed on UM8
-instructed on the Protasco
corporate litigation
-landmark award of RM300,000 to
Noorfadilla Ahmad Saikin for
gender discrimination

-CE Bawani joins
-instructed on the MH17 tragedy
-instructed on Tian Chua’s sedition
case
-Election Petition against Ahmad
Zahid Hamidi fails (Federal Court)
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PROFILE
… of the firm
BON, Advocates is a fully-integrated
law chambers comprising passionate and dedicated advocates operating within the framework of a
set of chambers. It is a tightly-knit
team of seven counsel with various
levels of experience and expertise.
The firm is client-centric and result-driven. From contract negotiations to dispute resolution, BON
provides sound advice and deploys
practical legal methods and tactics
in the application of the law for the
benefit of its clients.
BON is regularly consulted by individuals, public-listed and government-linked corporations, law
enforcement, regulatory and State
authorities, and civil society for
strategic corporate and litigation
advice on high-profile and complex
cases. BON’s advocates routinely
appear before trial and appellate
courts in a range of briefs like con-
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tract, joint ventures, commercial,
corporate, capital markets, criminal, land, matrimonial and private
international law, among others.
The firm only accepts a limited
number of briefs every year. Hence,
clients receive personal attention
and speedy, customised legal services.
Shaped by the values and virtues of
the Malaysian Bar, BON’s advocates
spend significant time on pro bono
legal services and representation
for the poor, particularly in public
interest matters. Fees earned are,
in part, channelled towards funding legal work for the lower-income
group. In the larger scheme of the
profession, BON’s cause through its
Collective of Applied Law and Legal
Realism (CALR) is to revolutionise
the law, radicalise the lawyers and
reshape legal education.

… of our Art
Specialising in the art of advocacy and employing
BON’s self-crafted ‘Total Law’ solution, the firm provides holistic answers to meet clients’ needs in today’s
challenging environment.
The firm offers specialist transaction and advisory
services on high-value transactions at pre-action stages, and legal representation in the High Courts, Court
of Appeal and Federal Court. Instructed by a network of
solicitors, BON’s advocates regularly appear as counsel
on a wide range of briefs:

Administrative
Business
Capital markets
Commercial
Constitutional
Construction
Contract
Corporate
Criminal
Cyber
Defamation
Divorce
Employment
Environmental
Family
Human rights
Immigration
Inheritance

Insolvency
Intellectual property
International law
Land
Matrimonial
Media
Obligations
Personal injury
Privacy
Probate
Public
Tax
Technology
Torts
Trusts
Water
Wills
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“BON, Advocates was exemplary in providing me with pro bono advice on international aviation law at a time of great sadness over the MH17 tragedy. This is what we should
expect of a skilled Malaysian set working in the best interest of the nation.
Its lawyers are class acts.”
Dato’ Sri Anifah bin Haji Aman, Malaysian Minister of Foreign Affairs

“I was very fortunate to have Edmund and his team on my divorce case. BON worked
with charm, passion, dedication and integrity. Edmund exudes confidence to his client.
I’m very impressed with his expert knowledge of the law and in particular for championing the rights of women and the disabled, issues that are very close to my heart.”
Pauline Chai Siew Phin, litigant in a billion-ringgit divorce dispute

“Perkhidmatan yang diberikan kepada UM8 oleh pihak BON dan pasukannya yang
mantap sangat pantas dan dengan strategi yang efektif. Dari awal kami UM8 didakwa
sehingga saat ini, pihak BON memandu kes kami dengan teliti tanpa terlepas pandangan walaupun sekecil-kecil perkara. Kami UM8 sangat hargai pertolongan yang diberikan kepada kami, tanpa mengira agama, bangsa dan taraf kehidupan.
Terima kasih dari kami UM8.”
Fahmi bin Zainol, Presiden, Persatuan Mahasiswa UM (PMUM)
[UM8 yang lain terdiri dari: Adam Fistival Wilfrid, Syamimi Munira,
Haw Yu Hong, Khairol Najib Hashim, Abraham Au,
Safwan Shamsuddin dan Khairul Anwar]
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STORY OF
BON,
Advocates

Before I started BON, Advocates,
I spent my entire legal career for
the past 16 years at Chooi & Co, an
established firm. At Chooi, I was able
to do everything, including banking,
bankruptcy, corporate, employment,
land, boardroom tussles, probate,
and criminal law. I then specialised
in criminal law and public interest
litigation.
It was a wonderful experience; I
wouldn’t have traded it for the world.
But though I made partner at Chooi,
something began to stir within me.
I started to feel restless. I was in
my comfort zone and I was getting
complacent.
My activism outside my job that Chooi
greatly supported – human rights,
legal aid, Bar Council, LoyarBurok,
PusatRakyatLB, UndiMsia! – had
reached a saturation point. I cofounded some of those movements
and mobilised support till the
activists were able to run them on
their own without me. I was no longer
needed. And I was happy. So I started
searching for something else.
It was not about the money; I never
complained of my salary at Chooi.
But I began to long for the freedom to
undertake the reforms I envisioned
for the legal profession and for the
justice delivery system in Malaysia.
As wonderful as it was I knew that I
had to step out of my comfort zone.
I agonised over the decision with
my family and friends, including
those at PusatRakyatLB – Fahri,
Shan, Seh Lih, Ka Ea, Amer, Marcus
and Edward, among others. I recall
Animah Kosai probing me with the
right questions.
Finally I decided to take the great
leap into the unknown. I started
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BON, Advocates, in January 2014.
Next, I had to figure out how to make
a difference in the legal profession.
I wanted to fix the weaknesses of
the profession and to improve the
perception of lawyers, besides
refining the access to justice
mechanism.
That was how the
3Rs came about – Revolutionise,
Radicalise and Reshape.
Revolutionise refers to delivering
more for less and to find ways to
efficiently personalise and customise
services. Our client’s problem must
be our problem.
We needed to radicalise the lawyers
in the workplace, and their lives
beyond. Same complaints about
salary and work-life balance abound.
Reshaping legal education is to
prepare law graduates for the real
world and work when our universities
only view law in theory.
When I struck out on my own, I spent
sleepless nights wondering how on
earth we would survive. I had no
savings.
The quaint place we have now in
Pantai, just a few minutes’ walking
distance from the Kerinchi LRT, has
the romance of a start-up with open
spaces to encourage interactions
and spur creativity. Initially, it should
only have been a lawyer and a clerk –
no big targets. A couple of cases and
that would be sufficient.
But this was not to be. The phone
started ringing.
Several former clients whom I had
not heard from for years suddenly
called seeking assistance. Cases
started streaming in. People had the
perception that I was more in control
now that I had my own firm. We had
to expand.
From one lawyer and a clerk, we now
have seven lawyers, four pupils and
two clerks. We have surpassed our
wildest expectations in just a year.
The philosophy at BON is to fill the
firm with people who have different
skills and interests and then get
them to work together.
Sin Yew is an extravert. He’s
intelligent, arrogant and brash, but
one to watch for in future.
I met Poh Yee at SekolahAktivisme.
She is quiet and introverted.
She wanted to break away from
the mundane routine of banking
litigation. She has a steady
temperament and her patient

guidance is more than what I can
ever give the pupils and juniors.
Joshua was working with me at
Chooi before he decided to join BON.
Up to the last day at Chooi, he wasn’t
sure what he wanted to do. As he
had some leftover files, he said he
wouldn’t mind finishing them up with
me and honing his skills in criminal
law. Joshua is gangsta, but I suppose
criminal lawyers have to think like
criminals.
Jane impressed me at one of the
PusatRakyatLB strategic litigation
camps. She’s funny and outspoken.
Besides having a passion for family
law, she fits right in at BON as a
junior lawyer who can be a solicitor
in all areas of work.
I have known Aston and Andrew for
some time now and they have always
impressed me as capable advocates
more than fit-for-purpose.
Mei Yee, Jubili and Shee Pin were my
students at University Malaya when
I was tutoring International Human
Rights Law. Mei Yee is an A-class
student with the right research skills
that we need. Jubili grew up in the
jungles of Sabah in a family of human
rights activists. Shee Pin is our utility
man. I’m also told that he has a pack
of female fans in university.
I’m glad that they settled right in
at BON and are learning the ropes
quickly. I initially had doubts on
whether nine months of pupillage
was sufficient training for the legal
profession. I still think it isn’t, but
their experience has proven me
wrong.
A Cambridge scholar wanted to join
us as our fourth pupil. We wanted
her, but unfortunately, her parents
were not too keen working with a
bunch of fanatics in the law. It was
sad parting ways, but I’m sure we’ll
find our way back together soon.
So we took in Suet Mei as our fourth
pupil instead. She’s quick on her feet
with strong leadership skills – a real
gem and another person to watch for
in future. As a former assistant to
a Member of Parliament, Suet Mei
easily adapts to the challenges at
BON and is now leading the Collective
of Applied Law and Legal Realism
(CALR) initiative for #DIYLaw.
Abbegail was a real find. She came
across us when her friend sent our
Twitter shout-out for a Clerk-inChambers. She was interested in

looking at how a law firm is run.
Abbegail is now the most important
person in the firm as she manages
our fees notes leaving us free to
do our thing. She is an invaluable
member of BON, far more mature
than me when I was her age.
Jian You has grown to be the supremo
Clerk, dealing with enquiries from

potential clients. His stint here is
useful as he’s studying law. He is
very important in the administration
of the firm.
Our Case-Engineers who contributed
this year are also worthy of mention:
Michael Cheah, Jason Yong, Leslie
Chong, Jo Fan Pang, Anita Chong,
Tan Lih Boon, K. Bawani and

Elizabeth Goh. Some of them have
gone overseas and sparked change
through protests and rallies.
A happy commune was now born.
The world is our canvas.
History is about to be written.
There is no turning back.
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WHY BON
AND WHY WE
DO WHAT WE DO
We operate as a chambers like
how barristers’ run in the United
Kingdom. We do predominantly
counsel work, advisory briefs and
appellate practice. We undertake
solicitor work on the rare occasion
only on client demand or when it is
more economical to do so.
We strive to deliver personal and
highly-customised services as
we only accept a limited number
of briefs. We can therefore take
on complex cases as the senior
lawyers handle them instead of
delegating the cases to junior
ones, which typically happens in
big firms. Here at BON, almost the
entire firm works on a large brief.
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We don’t just handle public interest
litigation; we also work on corporate
and commercial cases. BON
represents everyone – from the man
on the street to corporate leaders.
Clients speak to us directly on our
mobile phones. We are on call 24/7.
No matter is too small or too big for
us. We’ll be with you every step of the
way, from the minute you seek advice
from us to the moment your case is
resolved in court. Your interests as
our client are paramount. Nothing
delights us more than pursuing
justice for your cause.
We charge fixed fees as we are
able to determine how much time
and expertise is needed on a case.

Hourly rates – except probably
expert counsel and solicitor work in
court – are a thing of the past.
The philosophy at BON is simple: Do
what you enjoy and have fun.
We thrive on challenges. The firm is
filled with an unbridled energy that
drives us to take on the toughest
cases. Nothing is too difficult for
us. With just the right combination
of vast litigation experience and
youthful open-mindedness, we are
able to handle various challenging
cases.
We want to get rid of the stuffy rules
at traditional law firms. Lawyers
at BON can come to work any time
they want. There’s no dress code
either. They’re free to take as much
leave as they want as long as it does
not affect their clients’ cases. Our
advocates set their own direction
through an effective use of individual
and collective freedom layered with
personal responsibility.
People have criticised us for this.
But we felt strongly about taking
on the challenge of reinventing the
way things are done at law firms
and yet, be able to maintain the

necessary professionalism. We
found that young people liked this
unconventional work culture. It
empowers them to manage a worklife balance while at the same time,
maintain good work standards and
provide quality service.
In fact, the number of applications
for our case-engineering, pupillage
and advocate positions this year
make us proud to say that we’re
probably on the right track. From the
years of trying to disrupt the status
quo in politics, we’re now disrupting
the status quo of law firms.
BON believes strongly in legal aid
and pro bono work. Advocates and
pupils are required to take on at least
five and three cases respectively a
year. We typically handle more than
the minimum requirement as we
believe passionately in improving
people’s access to justice.
Pro bono work at BON is not
limited to human rights or public
interest litigation. Lawyers and
pupils are encouraged to do noncommissioned work, which means
working on at least one project

a year that utilises their skills in
advocacy and expertise in law to
influence social change. An example
would be a campaign to educate the
poor about their rights to housing.
Pro bono work represents almost
35% of our work.
We believe that lawyers can do pro
bono work and earn a decent living
at the same time. It’s not an either or.
As lawyers are often in the top 10%,
we believe in giving back to society.
We do not forget the calling of our
profession, which is to uphold the
cause of justice for the oppressed
and the less fortunate.
This was something we wanted to
prove. We got fed up of hearing from
employers and young lawyers who
say they want to do pro bono work,
but they just have ‘no time’ or have
‘too much work’.
This is absolute nonsense.
There’s never a convenient time.
You make the time, just like how you
make time to see your partner, visit
the mall, play video games, or go to
the gym. We lawyers already make
enough money to survive that we’re

in the middle-income ranks. How
can we not give back to society?
Doesn’t it prick your conscience?
Again, we have proved that you
can survive and do pro bono work
at the same time.
Of course, you’ll also get brickbats
for doing human rights work.
Some lawyers would say enviously
that we’re in it just for the publicity.
That’s not true. It’s the media that
considers human rights cases
important.
In fact, human rights work was
considered ‘dirty’ during the
Reformasi
movement.
Many
lawyers didn’t want to touch it. Now
that human rights work seems
‘sexy’, other lawyers have started
jumping on the bandwagon.
So instead of being an armchair
critic, why not do it yourself? If you
don’t want to do it, then don’t. But
don’t go around slamming human
rights lawyers and discouraging
others from doing it.
When the UM8 brief came up, we
helped because they’re smart,
caring and courageous students
who dare to fight for change. They
just needed guidance and we said
yes straight away.
Our most junior pupil, Suet Mei
led our team. Eight students from
Universiti Malaya were slapped
with disciplinary charges over
an unauthorised campus talk
featuring Opposition Leader Datuk
Seri Anwar Ibrahim. It was not a
fee-paying brief, but we took it
anyway because we believed in
helping the cause for academic
freedom. The team successfully
gathered resources to mobilise an
effective defence that forced the
university to go on a defensive. The
action continues.
There should be no higher more
genuine purpose than to fight for
human rights as the foundation of
a just and equitable society. We will
not give up and we will not waver
in our cause. We fight for it as we
envision a better Malaysia where
the equal and inalienable rights of
every citizen are protected.
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HOW WE
WORK
BON is like home. We like to see it as a ‘commune’.
We operate in a warm, tight-knit environment. In
January 2015, we intend to bring our families together for an appreciation ‘touch’ dinner. We’re flying family members over from Sabah and Penang.
We share our case briefs and help each other to the
point that some of the lawyers willingly give up wellpaying cases to their colleagues. The team has great
synergy. It’s awesome.
We also have a personal coach, Loretta, to run oneon-one sessions with us. We’re probably the first law
firm to do this. At law school, we are only educated in
the ‘hard skills’ of the law, but never about temperament, emotions, teamwork, people-management or
soft skills.
Our oppressive banking-form of education is messed
up. We’re not trained to deal with our teammates,
much less our clients or judges. Our education system tells us that the teacher is always right. We’re
trained to cough out things banked into us in exams
like robots.
This is not mastery. This is not autonomy. This is not
self-determination.
When we are oppressed to think and run this way,
we come out oppressing others. The law oppresses
in many ways. It’s made by a bunch of wealthy legislators who are not in touch with ordinary people’s
needs or wants.
In essence, no one teaches you to understand yourself first. That is rule number one. We are out to
change that. We want to ask the right questions to
direct our own lives and to discover our purpose.
Everything else will flow when we see the big picture
of our lives and understand our own purpose in life,
like Nietzsche’s ‘Superman’ or Übermensch.
The coaching sessions have trained us to work better
with each other, as well as with clients and judges.

In rediscovering our purpose, we were able to look
at our cases with a fresh perspective and come up
with better solutions while equipping us with better
leadership and stress management skills.
The heart of BON is the people. There is little hierarchy here. Our open office mirrors the flat structure
of our organisation, where people are encouraged to
collaborate with each other. There are no private offices or doors in between spaces.
We believe in equipping the lawyers and pupils with
continuing education and in giving them a platform
for leadership and personal growth. Each one of us
has a stake in the firm. Many management and finance decisions, including setting the direction of
the firm, are made collectively by the clerks and pupils.
Our compensation system is extremely lucrative to
ensure equal/fair pay for equal/fair work. We wanted
to change the way young lawyers are treated in the
industry. A law firm’s only real assets are the lawyers
and staff, including clerks and office boys, not that
swanky office in Mid-Valley or the BMW company car.
At BON, each of our lives are intertwined. The firm
succeeds only if each of us succeeds. We are NewLaw.
Lawyers and pupils at BON have almost complete
autonomy over the way they work. We’re encouraged
to set our own direction in life.
There are many opportunities to young lawyers and
pupils to take on challenging cases. This has enabled
them to hone their skills and to grow tremendously.
Who says you can’t have it all?
For 2015, we aim to train and profile as many advocates as possible who will be able to lead their own
cases. We have our access to justice project lined up
while we continue to deliver nothing short of the high
standard services that you expect.
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Edmund BON Tai Soon
Advocate
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Edmund Bon Tai Soon  
p 012-2343285  

2011), Human Rights (2007-2009) and
National Young Lawyers’ (2006-2008)
committees. He is frequently consulted by
the Malaysian Bar Council, public authorities and non-governmental organisations
on law reform. He also speaks at local and
international conferences on various legal
subjects. He has conducted 800 hours of
trainings and workshops for private clients
and the public.. As an opinion leader, his
views and articles have also been published
in the media.
Edmund read law at University College
London and was called to the English Bar
(Lincoln’s Inn) in 1997. He was admitted as
an advocate and solicitor of the High Court
of Malaya in 1998 and has been in active
practice since. Edmund is a Chevening
Scholar and holds a Masters degree in International Human Rights Law from the
University of Oxford.
In January 2014, Malaysian rights campaigners established an anti-graft watchdog,
Centre to Combat Corruption and Cronyism (C4), to scrutinise corruption in public
office and to strengthen public institutions
in tackling graft. Edmund has been appointed to C4’s panel of legal counsel.

e ebon@bonadvocates.com

Edmund routinely represents individuals,
financial institutions, public-listed companies, multi-national corporations and governments at all stages of complex business
transactions – from forming companies and
contract negotiations to dispute resolution
and arbitration. He provides corporate and
strategic litigation advice in particular.
Edmund is a total law solution advocate
who has been in practice for more than 16
years. He is a specialist counsel with extensive trial and appellate court experience
in a range of briefs: capital markets; commercial; corporate; construction; criminal;
defamation; land; matrimonial; personal injury; water; administrative; constitutional;
human rights; and private international law.
Edmund has appeared in no less than 50
major and complex cases involving contractual breaches, joint ventures, shareholderdirector disputes and construction claims.
He has also appeared as lead counsel in
high-profile public interest litigation and his
cases have been widely reported in law journals and in the media.
Formerly a five-time elected member of
the Malaysian Bar Council, Edmund has
chaired the Constitutional Law (2009-
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NEW Sin Yew

Advocate

Why is it important to fight for the to be remembered. Some people have
rights of Malaysians and to struggle this image or legacy that they strive to
for a better Malaysia?
achieve their whole life. It is as though
they are living in preparation of death,
as though as their whole life is their
Because rights matter. If rights do not legacy. I don’t subscribe to that bematter, then why do we see so many cause it seems all too morbid to live
people get angry and sad when their life that way.
rights are violated? Why do we see I believe we should instead focus on
so many people struggle and fight for short-term goals, what is in front of
their rights? Why do we see so many us. Once we achieve one short-term
people celebrate when their rights are goal, move on to the next. It is more
recognised?
exciting that way. Legacy is like a
It is through such genuine displays chartered flight. There is no thrill or
of human emotions that I realise that mystery to it; you know where you are
rights are important and that they are going to end up. That should not be
worth fighting for.
the way. Life is an adventure, after all,
History is a continuous struggle for and happiness is your compass.
human betterment. Every day around
the world, you see people struggling What skills have you developed at
for what matters to them. There are BON?
protests going on every day, everywhere, on every issue.
I have learned tremendously in many
What we are today is a product and aspects of legal practice since joining.
testament of the struggles of our It is difficult to list down every skill,
forefathers. Had they not struggled but suffice to say, I feel like I have
for a better life, we would not be here. grown holistically both as a lawyer
Malaysia is no different; we struggle and a person at BON. I would, howtoday so that we and our descendants ever, point out that I have developed a
will have a better life.
lot in terms of advocacy skills.

As a proud graduate of St John’s
school, nestled in the heart of Kuala
Lumpur, Sin Yew spent much of his
childhood growing up exploring the
streets of the city. He fondly describes
riding the now almost discontinued,
old, crowded Len Seng buses to get
around. No one knows KL’s culinary
gems like him.
It was only fitting then that our interview took place in the ‘the best duck
noodle shop’. It is the kind of food
establishment passed down through
generations, tiles unchanged since
the 60s.
The rich and often uncelebrated history of the city is appreciated by this
young lad, who gives recognition to
the country that made him the person How would you like to be rememhe is today. He expresses his gratitude bered?
through his practice by defending the
Honestly, I don’t really care. I have
rights of everyday people.
never lived my life on how I would like
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At BON, I have the luxury of leading
and arguing in the superior courts on
various difficult matters. My highlight
this year was definitely the appeal of
an Election Petition against the in-

cumbent Home Minister, where I
had the opportunity to lead and argue the case in the Federal Court.
The bench was presided by the
Chief Justice and I had a very good
hearing where I was allowed to
submit for over an hour. I feel lucky

because it is rare for lawyers with
my level of experience to be given
the chance to lead and argue in the
Federal Court. I do not believe that
I would have had the same opportunity if I were not part of BON.
The legal profession still places a

lot of emphasis on seniority and it
is refreshing that BON emphasises
instead on individual merits. Justice should not be decided based on
one’s age but on merits.
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New Sin Yew
p 013-3639238 e synew@bonadvocates.com
Sin Yew has acted as solicitor and counsel
in numerous cases in various areas: contract; consumer protection; construction;
medical negligence; personal injury; land;
immigration; capital markets; corporate
insolvency; and constitutional law. He is
also regularly consulted by boards of directors on matters involving directors’ duties,
shareholders’ disputes, good governance,
fraud and breach of trust.
His portfolio includes advising public and
private corporations on legal and regulatory
compliance in the areas of company and
securities law, representing a State government in major disputes before the courts
over land, water and the construction of a
university, and acting for a firm of consulting engineers in a Royal Commission of Enquiry into the tragic collapse of a high-rise
structure.
Sin Yew’s clients have ranged from Members of Parliament in election petition hearings to refugees resisting deportation and
seeking asylum. Sin Yew is one of the first
Malaysian lawyers to have been consulted
on the use of the Whistleblower Protection
Act and to have argued on its application in
the superior courts.
Sin Yew is often called on to act for human rights defenders and democracy activ-
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ists prosecuted for exercising their right to
freedom of speech, association and assembly. He juniored senior counsel in several
suits against the police for abuse of power,
appeared for the Malaysian Bar at the Human Rights Commission’s public inquiry
into police brutality during a peaceful rally
calling for electoral reform in 2012, and led
the counsel team for Malaysia’s leading human rights organisation – Suara Rakyat Malaysia (SUARAM) – in successfully repelling
the federal government’s attempts to shut it
down.
Sin Yew read law at Cardiff University and
was called to the English Bar (Lincoln’s Inn)
in 2010. He was admitted as an advocate
and solicitor of the High Court of Malaya in
2011 and has been in active practice since.
He previously served as the Deputy Chairperson of the Kuala Lumpur State Young
Lawyers’ Committee (2011-2013) and as a
member of the Lincoln’s Inn Alumni Association (2012-2013).
In November 2013, Sin Yew was elected to
the Steering Committee of the Coalition for
Free and Fair Elections (BERSIH 2.0), an
influential coalition of civil society organisations advocating for electoral reforms in
Malaysia.

“The lawyers at BON have a good sense of justice and fairness, upholding what is right at all
times. They are booksmart and effective, yet
streetwise, tenacious and efficient. Running
both as a commercial and human rights chambers, the firm is in the ascendancy. BON will
be buzzing in the Malaysian legal scene for the
causes and cases it advocates for a long time
to come.”

Tan Sri Dato’ Seri Khalid bin Ibrahim
14th Selangor Menteri Besar (2008-2014)
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KANG Mei Yee
Pupil-in-Chambers
One might not notice Mei Yee at first among the high-energy people in the commune. While it is easy to
mistake her quietness for shyness, after speaking to her, it is hard not to be struck by her unassuming
confidence. Hailing from the island of Penang, Mei Yee followed her heart in her decision to pursue law.
Five months into her pupillage, Mei Yee describes the learning experience at BON as insurmountable.
“Edmund puts a lot of trust in our work, even though we are just pupils. While it is challenging, we also
learn a lot, doing a lot of the same work practising lawyers do,” Mei Yee explained.
As she scales up the learning curve by working round-the-clock, she jokes that the best thing to do
during her free time, if there is any, is to lie in bed and rest. But eventually, she plans to pursue some
hobbies. “I think it is important to have work-life balance, otherwise you will lose sense of who you are
and why you are doing this,” she reasons.
What attracted you to BON?
It is the people. The people working
with BON are different. They are enthusiastic in doing what they are doing. That is why they commit most of
their time to work. Not because they
have to, but because they want to. We
are very frank to one another. Sometimes, the words hurt but we recover
very fast because we know it was said
to help each other be a better person.
What are your goals in life?
I don’t believe in being driven just to
achieve goals as I think the journey is
more important.
The other day, I was walking through
a forest trail with some friends when
we met a group of older women. We
asked them if there was anything interesting at the end of the trail and
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they said, “Yes, you will see very
beautiful forest canopies”.
So we walked through the trail, very
careful with our steps as it was our
first time walking through a forest.
We were very eager to see the view
at the end of the trail. But when we
reached the end, we looked up and
didn’t see the canopy they were talking about.
That was when I realised they had
meant that we would see the view
during our walk, not at the end of it.
Similarly with life, I want to enjoy
the journey. What is at the end of
the journey will be a bonus, but what
is more important is to not miss the
beauty on my way getting there.
How does the chambers-styled practice
benefit the client and lawyers?
The chambers-styled practice benefits

lawyers because they are able to work
more independently. They have more
control over their work and working
style. This is especially beneficial to
juniors as we grow to one day become counsel on our own. Oppression happens in the legal profession
by the hierarchical system many law
firms adopt. The junior must do this
and that, or the junior cannot do this
and that, not until he or she becomes
a senior lawyer. The chambers-styled
practice is one way out of the traditionally restrictive nature of our profession. From the start, you become
an advocate in your own right.

Kang Mei Yee  
p 017-5792280  
e mykang@bonadvocates.com

joined: august 2014
from: university malaya
practice areas: torts, constitutional and
public interest law
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Jane TAI Le Qian
Advocate
A self-confessed ‘accidental lawyer’, Jane never gave pursuing law much thought. But
her teachers certainly felt she would make a fine lawyer.
“Because I always had an opinion. And maybe because I like to argue,” Jane explained
wryly.
For most of her life, a lot of things came easy to her. She scored good grades even
though she skipped homework. All through her law degree, she felt as if she was just
going through the motion. But things started to get real when she first witnessed court
proceedings.
It occurred to her then that she could really make a difference in people’s lives. When
the weight of that responsibility sank in, things got challenging as she did not want
others to bear the consequences of her mistakes.
How would you describe you?
I am an outgoing person who enjoys
adventurous activities. I love diving
because I love the freedom when I am
underwater. I enjoy running because I
can feel the sweat of my hard work. I
love to read when I am disorientated,
as I find my way out in books. I am
principled. I don’t bend.
I am a playful person, so in order to
perform and to do well in BON,
I always have to remind myself
to be alert and to be ‘on the ball’
while working with people who have
expectations of me. The experience
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in BON is an eye-opener and I have
learned to be a more responsible
person.
How does BON differentiate itself as
one of the many law firms out there?
As a junior, you work independently
on the files, you interact with the
client, you find the answer to your
client’s problem, you draft the cause
papers and submission, you go to
court, you assist senior counsel.
Yes, you do everything. BON is also
bringing chambers-styled practice
back. The work is overwhelming. You

have difficult clients you have to learn
to deal with, you have clients with big
problems to solve, you get to work on
public interest cases on a pro bono
basis that exposes you to the realities
of life. You also have fee-paying
clients to help pay your bills – we
don’t live on fresh air and sunshine!
The commune is close and we enjoy
the process of getting things done.
Nothing tastes better than the fruits
you grow yourself.
After my year here, I am a changed
person. I believe you do not know the
real legal world until you have worked
here.

Jane Tai Le Qian  
p 016-5411190  
e jtai@bonadvocates.com

Jane is a promising junior whose practice encompasses family
and child law, particularly in the areas of divorce, matrimonial
finance, probate, wills and inheritance. She is second chair in all
areas of BON’s work and brings with her a solicitor’s skill set. She
routinely reviews documents, renders legal opinions, drafts cause
papers, deposes witnesses and conducts evidence discovery. Her
meticulous crafting and management of her cases are invaluable
to her clients.
Jane is also experienced in contract law and in regulatory compliance, having advised private and public-listed corporations in directors and shareholders’ disputes and the recovery of bad debts.
Her current portfolio includes pursuing a fraud claim in the millions and constituting a privacy ecosystem and data protection
regime for a public-listed technology corporation.
Jane read law at the University of Leeds and obtained her Certificate in Legal Practice in 2012. She was admitted as an advocate
and solicitor of the High Court of Malaya in 2014.
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anything, or nothing if you like
office dress-code suited him well.
Although he appears laidback and
carefree, the discipline he grew up
with is embedded in him, reflected
in his dedication to the commune’s
work.
Joshua is most attracted to the field
of criminal justice, where he finds
he is able to explore his passion
for freedom by giving every man or
woman, guilty or not, the right to be
heard.
The most compelling criminal case I
have had is...
…the
SOSMA
one
defending
suspected ‘terrorists’. It’s still ongoing so I can’t say much about it.
A completed one would be the first
Malaysian case where Somalian
‘pirates’ were charged for hijacking
a shipping vessel.
I will be squandering my life’s savings
on…
…my CAR, as well as my house
probably. I don’t have a house yet but
I could see it taking a huge chunk of
my savings.
How were the work challenges in
2014?

Joshua TAY
H’ng Foong
Advocate
Growing up, Joshua had to adhere to
a strict schedule. He was told when
to eat, when to bathe and when to
do his homework. As the son of a
policeman, he had no choice but
to fall in line with the regimented
house rules.
While some reveled with structure
and discipline, Joshua did not. He is
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Huckleberry Finn in spirit. He loves
freedom and paving his own path in
life.
The leash was loosened during
school holidays, when he would work
part-time for some extra pocket
money. Growing up in Malacca, a
popular tourist destination for locals
and foreigners alike, he would work
part-time waiting in hotels and
working in funfairs in the historical
coastal town. One year, he even
found himself working on a deep sea
fishing boat for three months.
No one was more surprised than he,
except perhaps his teachers, when
he finished top of his class.
Fresh out of chambering, Joshua
joined BON as their show up in

I learnt a lot. The learning curve was
really steep and sometimes, damned
stressful. But I think it ended well
as 2014 was a good year. I’ve grown
and gained much knowledge and
confidence through the work I have
been doing.
I thought when I joined in February
2014 I would be quite free and
laidback, choosing only certain
briefs to do, but it turned out quite
differently. Work kept pouring in and
I didn’t really have time to take a long
break. And I’m still bummed that my
last holiday was ruined because I got
warded for dengue fever! Anyway,
I’m not complaining about it, okla
just a little bit because as one wise
40-year old man told me: better to
have work than no work.

Joshua Tay H’ng Foong  
p 010-2486524  
e jtay@bonadvocates.com

Joshua specialises in criminal law that
has always been the subject of his interest. His choice is rooted in the belief that
everyone is entitled to a free and fair trial
and that the death penalty is a form of
cruel, inhumane and degrading form of
punishment.
Joshua has appeared as solicitor and
counsel in criminal trials and appeals
involving terrorism, firearms, murder,
dangerous drugs, fatal accidents, immigration, corruption, cheating, breach
of trust and stock market manipulation.
He is frequently instructed to handle the
criminal law elements of the briefs in
public interest litigation against law enforcement agencies.
Joshua is part of a team of lawyers representing suspected Malaysian insurgents
linked to Al-Qaeda in the country’s first
prosecution under its new counter-terrorism law. He also juniored lead counsel
in the defence of suspected Somalian pi-

rates charged with hijacking a Malaysian
commercial ship in a landmark case.
As a thought leader, Joshua is consulted
by the Malaysian Bar Council, non-governmental organisations and the media
for his views on pressing issues related to
law enforcement.
Joshua completed his law degree in 2011,
obtained his Certificate in Legal Practice
the following year and was admitted as an
advocate and solicitor of the High Court
of Malaya in 2013.
Consistent with the Malaysian Bar’s responsibility under section 42 of the Legal
Profession Act, Joshua is an active social
justice practitioner who runs public education programmes to train youths on
their rights through the Bar Council’s
Constitutional Law Committee. His current project is on reforming the clemency
process for death row inmates in a move
towards abolishing the death penalty.
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Poh Yee was living the life many
people are living today. She was
in a safe and secure job with 14
years’ practice in banking law.
Though she could do it well, being
comfortable made her bored.
Perhaps the bravest of all in the
commune to have taken the leap
of faith rather late in her career,
Poh Yee jumped into the deep
end.
“It was like starting from scratch,”
she explained.
“But in this short year, I have
learned so much about the many
different cultures and ways of
thinking, compared to what I
learned after years in banking
law,” Poh Yee elaborated, citing
a judicial review case she is handling on challenging the licence
to exhume corpses.
Although she may just be starting
out in other areas of law such as
employment and corporate litigation, Poh Yee’s years of experience and methodical approach to
work bring structure and grounding to the otherwise youthful and
sometimes overzealous energy in
the commune.
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TAN Poh Yee
Advocate
How would you describe the work group. Both groups have distinct
characters. BON is like a melting
you do at BON?

pot of the different personalities
I would describe it as the art of and somehow, they blend well
strengthening the firm.
advocacy.
I think we often associate art as
something that is framed and dis- What do you feel about the freeplayed in galleries. But art can be dom and independence at BON?
more than that. People tend to associate it with fantasy, but it is, in The freedom working at BON is
fact, a reality of our lifestyle. For like a liberation of the mind. We
example, the art of drinking tea; are trusted to work on our own,
something as mundane as drink- which can be very challenging if
ing tea can be turned into some- you are not used to it. To overthing with higher meaning.
come that challenge, you have
Advocacy, as an art, is a practice to learn good time management.
we can bring into our daily lives, Once you have accomplished
as a way of bringing purpose into that, it can be very satisfying.
the things we do.

I don’t want to die leaving…
How would you describe the soul
of the commune?
…what I have done in my lifetime
to be reduced to just a dash on my
There are two extreme personali- tombstone between the year I was
ties in the commune. One is the born and the year I die. I want
red group and the other is the blue that dash to be meaningful.

Tan Poh Yee  
p 012-6850453  
e pytan@bonadvocates.com

With more than 15 years of experience, Poh Yee regularly appears
in the Malaysian courts as solicitor and second chair in all areas
of BON’s work.
She has represented financial institutions, government-linked corporations and individuals in debt recovery, besides handling other
cases like land, shareholders’ and contractual disputes. She has
also negotiated, drafted and concluded settlement and sale and
purchase agreements.
Poh Yee is currently involved in public interest litigation in her
areas of passion, which are the rights of the Orang Asli, children
and persons with disabilities.
Poh Yee read law at the University of East London and obtained
her Certificate in Legal Practice in 1998. She was admitted as an
advocate and solicitor of the High Court of Malaya in 1999.
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HOE Jian You
Clerk-in-Chambers
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Jian You never misses an
opportunity to crack a joke,
often at his own expense. Even
when the joke is sometimes
unwelcome, his contagious laugh
usually cracks a smile even from
the most arctic soul.
With his clean cut style in skinnyfit shirts, you can imagine finding
him at the nearest hipster coffee
joint having long debates on the
purpose of life. But in reality, the
only coffee he gets is on the go,
rushing around to ensure that the
commune’s cases run smoothly.
He grew up in the suburbs of
Subang Jaya that have slowly
turned
into
an
education
hub, bringing with it a slew of
cybercafés that have become a
breeding ground for gamers.
Although he has had his fair
share of cybercafé hopping, his

empathy for others led him away
from games. He felt that it was
his duty to help others since he
was born with a silver spoon.
That landed him his job as a
Project Assistant for the Malaysian
Centre for Constitutionalism &
Human Rights (MCCHR), where
he met Edmund Bon. The rest is
history.
Jian You is currently studying
law part-time at Brickfields Asia
College.

During my one-year stint with
MCCHR, I was exposed to a wide
variety of human rights cases, from
freedom of religion to freedom of
speech. I realised that if one were
equipped
with
sufficient
legal
knowledge, he or she would have the
privilege to offer assistance to those
who needed legal advice the most.
Are you idealistic?

I think it’s idealistic, but in this world
you do have to be idealistic. If Neil
Armstrong didn’t land on the moon,
maybe mankind would never have
What is your favorite quote?
been able to till now. We should try to
pursue the ideal. Not trying is worse
Be the change that you wish to see in because it means we are comfortable.
the world, from Mahatma Gandhi. That is not good.
It also resonates closely with BON’s
tagline to ‘Revolutionise, Radicalise What is the work ethic like at BON?
and Reshape’.
Why did you choose law as a way to help
others?

We keep striving for perfection.
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Hoe Jian You  
p 012-2431787  
e jyhoe@bonadvocates.com
Jian You graduated in finance from the St. Cloud State University, Minnesota in 2011 and worked for more than a year in the
United States. Having found his calling to return home and to
contribute to Malaysian civil society, he worked as a community
mover at the Malaysian Centre for Constitutionalism and Human
Rights a.k.a. PusatRakyatLB.
In pursuing his newfound passion, Jian You is currently reading
law on a part-time basis at Brickfields Asia College. He hopes to
sharpen his skills to assist Malaysians in need.
Jian You is a dedicated activist who is part of the growing UndiMsia! and SekolahAktivisme movements that focus on education
and capacity-building to encourage young Malaysians to be more
active in the country’s democratic process.
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“BON has always provided the best of services
to us and it has been a pleasure to work with
this firm of strong credentials. It has grown
quickly and will be a leader in the Malaysian
legal field in the future.”

Y.M. Raja Hizad Bin Raja Kamarulzaman
Executive Chairman
mTouche Technology Berhad
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Abbegail Florentia PETER
Clerk-in-Chambers

A native of Sabah and a wary beholder of all things
temporal, Abbegail pursues, revels in and is propelled
by Truth. Her goal is to express, co-create and reflect
Truth in the hope of being transformed to the Image
she beholds. A student by night, she aims to complete
her law degree at the Advance Tertiary College.
Her pastimes include introspecting, thinking and
penning down thoughts about Truth, hope and
permanence.

One must be both at the Destination and in it,
to actually have it. That is the whole hope of the
pursuit - that in having perfectly, we become as
perfect as He is.
In that sense, I have not arrived. I am on my way,
and I know because He, the Destination, has
arrived in me and so will I be where He is.

How has faith brought you to where you are
today?

It’s a bad idea to live only for one’s self or selfinterests. Why not give, at your own cost or peril?
The more you give, the more you have.

That last bit seems to suggest that I have ‘arrived’.
Here is the paradox of Truth: I have arrived and yet I am
striving to be at the Destination. It is both in me and is
transcendent from where I physically am.
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Why is it important to do pro bono work?

I won’t be caught dead doing…
…stand-up comedy.

Abbegail Florentia Peter  
p 014-6271864  
e apeter@bonadvocates.com

Abbegail is currently reading law at Advance Tertiary College
while pursuing a career at BON to better understand and experience the life of practising lawyers. She is responsible for ensuring
that BON’s bills are paid by issuing advocates’ fee notes and managing their collection.
As a reluctant hipster, Abbegail is idealistic about justice and
street smart about the world. She enjoys advocating for God in
her free time.
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LEE Shee Pin
Pupil-in-Chambers
36

Deciding to follow through his law degree was not as intuitive as it was for many others at BON. For a
long time, Shee Pin struggled to find the meaning of law and wondered how it could realistically, in the
grand scheme of things, bring positive change to society.
Watching his peers give up and emigrate in search of greener pastures helped his decision to follow
through his degree. He felt that it was more important for him to stay than to leave for self-interest.
“Leaving would be the easy option. Staying and fighting for change is a lot more difficult, and I prefer to
do the more difficult thing,” he says shyly.
Shee Pin’s earnestness is complemented with his softer and more playful side, where he passionately
collects Pokemon toys. Trivial as it might be to some, Shee Pin loyally defends his yellow friends.
“Pokemon games kept me company after school,” he explains.

Why did you join BON?

What life lessons can we learn from Pokemon?

I joined BON because I was fascinated and
attracted by how important pro bono work was
to BON, which all of us in the commune must
do. Besides that, I also have more autonomy in
handling my briefs, as I am able to take on my own
legal aid work, knowing that the commune will
support me 100%.

Not to settle with mediocrity. As the original theme
song of Pokemon says: “I wanna be the very best,
like no one ever was.” Pokemon teaches us to always
strive to improve and try to be the best you can be.
Second, the importance of hard work and dedication.
Consider a harmless fish, Pokemon Magikarp. This
Pokemon seems useless as it can only feebly splash
around and cannot do any harm. However, with
enough training and grinding, this fish would evolve
into the raging dragon known as Gyarados.
I have Magikarp to thank for reminding me that we
can be strong even though sometimes we may not
have the tools to be successful. Looking back, I am
grateful to have learned these life lessons from the
wonderful world of Pokemon.

Why are we here?
To consume. But too many people are content
with consuming and very few contribute. I want to
be one of those who contribute to society to make
things better. But to what extent and how, I don’t
know yet.
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Lee Shee Pin  
p 012-6511488  
e splee@bonadvocates.com
joined: august 2014
from: university malaya
practice areas: criminal, cyber and technology law
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“BON’s lawyers are passionate and energetic
advocates for human rights. Seeing how they
work I realise they have a detailed knowledge
of history and are able to negotiate legal roadblocks with ease. I am glad to have them advising my family and I.”

Sejahratul Dursina @ Chomel,
survivor of police’s abuse of power
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THOO Suet Mei
Pupil-in-Chambers

“Falling into law was fate,” Suet Mei
said.
Upon completing secondary school,
Suet Mei had intended to take a break
but found herself getting restless. When
she decided to enroll in Taylor’s University College, she was a little late and
the administrators offered law as it was
the only course with available openings.
Eager to begin her studies, she signed
on, unwittingly fulfilling her father’s secret ambition for her.
“Then it all kind of fell into place, it
was almost like it was a calling,” she
described.
Her hard work earned her a place in
Cardiff University in the United Kingdom. While she immersed herself in
student life, home was never far from
her heart.
During the 2013 general elections, news
on the highly contentious electoral system got her riled up. Like many new
urban voters, Suet Mei was eager to see
change in the political arena. Together
with other Malaysians studying in the
UK, she proudly cast her postal vote.
Two weeks later, they gathered at her
place to watch the results on polling
day. The ruling party’s overwhelming
victory despite the opposition winning
the popular vote severely disappointed
them.
“I felt so useless and helpless, unable to do anything there. We were so
depressed after the results were announced. I will never forget that day,”
Suet Mei recounted.
Upon completing her CLP after she
returned, she decided to do something
about it and applied to help Nurul Izzah Anwar, Member of Parliament for
opposition party PKR in the Lembah
Pantai constituency. The two-month
internship unexpectedly led to a more
prominent position as Izzah’s personal
assistant, one that lasted over a year.
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Needless to say, that one year was a
trying one beset with challenges beyond what she imagined. But it was
that experience which continues to
inspire Suet Mei to work towards a
more just society, advocating for everyday people, the rakyat.
How would you describe yourself?
Right-handed but extremely leftwing.
What was the most important lesson you learnt from your political
engagement?
I was interested not so much in the
‘politicking’ part of it, but rather to
better serve the people in the constituency.
As part of the team of an elected
representative, we are in a position
of power and it is our responsibility
to engage and serve the community, particularly those in the lowerincome bracket. That wasn’t easy,
especially with those who were not
in favour of the party.

At the beginning, I wanted to change
people’s mindset and went about
imposing my unorthodox ideologies
(progressive, actually!) on them. It
didn’t quite turn out to be like what I
expected. I learned that before people
could open up to my views, I first had
to humble myself and open myself to
theirs. I did that by immersing myself
in their festivities and by respecting
and practising cultural norms when I
am with the community.
Why is it important to uphold the
principle of ‘fair pay for equal work’?
I think the growing income inequality, a huge wealth gap and the urbanrural divide have become an impediment to our country’s progress. This
was clear when we engaged with the
people of Lembah Pantai, which has
been described as a mini-Malaysia as
it is a constituency that reflects the
country’s economic and demographic
profile. The rich get richer while the
poor struggle, living from hand to
mouth, despite government subsidies
and financial aid - handouts, haha!

It is more important now than ever
before for fair pay for equal work, as
idealistic as it may be, to be the guiding torch to progress.
One thing I’d like to see change before it all ends…
…is to see Malaysians show greater concern for the direction of our
country and good governance. To
quote Bertolt Brecht: “The worst
illiterate is the political illiterate,
he doesn’t hear, doesn’t speak, nor
participates in the political event.
He doesn’t know the cost of life, the
price of the bean, of the fish, of the
flour, of the rent, of the shoes and
of the medicine, all depends on political decisions. The political illiterate is so stupid that he is proud and
swells his chest saying that he hates
politics. The imbecile doesn’t know
that, from his political ignorance is
born the prostitute, the abandoned
child, and the worst thieves of all,
the bad politician, corrupted and
flunky of the national and multinational companies.”
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Thoo Suet Mei  
p 012-9137003  
e smthoo@bonadvocates.com
joined: november 2014
from: reading university, lincoln’s inn
practice areas: constitutional and public interest law
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“I have worked with the bright and dynamic advocates at BON in a variety of ways. Jane contributes to the Bar’s Family Law Committee,
Sin Yew represents the Bar as amicus in matters of public interest, and Edmund and I were
co-counsel in a landmark women’s rights case.
This NewLaw firm has made tremendous contributions to develop the law and legal practice
in Malaysia. Amazing!”

Honey Tan Lay Ean
Tan Law Practice &
Malaysian Bar Council member
(2014-present)
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Jubili ANILIK
Pupil-in-Chambers

“I was born into a human rights cartel,” Jubili states as a matter of fact.
His description hits the bull’s eye. The bull, or rather buffalo as we would call it in Sabah, is incidentally one of the offerings he will need to give to his future bride’s family, a cultural requirement as a
Kadazandusun. His maternal cartel, as he calls it, consists of a dozen siblings. His grandmother had
brought them up and put them through school by selling pigs and talak, a moonshine drink during
rituals, cultural occasions, celebrations, and every other night.
All 12 siblings are now almost all, if not
running their own NGO, working for one.
His childhood was undeniably an
unconventional one. While most kids
whittled away their school holidays
watching TV and playing badminton with
their neighbours, his aunties and uncles
packed him into their well-travelled
four wheel drives to meet, organise and
educate people from rural villages across
the state on their rights as indigenous
peoples.
A lack of lawyers in handling rampant
land grabs on native customary lands
meant that Jubili filled a great need in his
community. But Jubili’s decision to do law
wasn’t straightforward and purposeful; it
was decided instead over a casual dinner
after he finished high school.
When the option of law was presented on
his plate, he asked, “Don’t all lawyers go to
hell?” “Try not to, lah,” his mother replied.
And so, he was shipped to the University
of Malaya to complete his law degree
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before returning to Sabah to attack the
mounting pile of cases.
True to his Kadazandusun roots, Jubili
plays the flute, mouth harp and the
traditional sompoton.
I’m not leaving this world without...
…opening a sawah padi. I can’t imagine
anything more fulfilling than tending to
something attentively for months to see
it bear fruit for your subsistence.
Does the chambers concept work for you
at BON?
I’m not quite sure really. Since I’ve never
tried a ‘conventional’ law firm, I don’t
have much to compare with. I like the
idea though. There’s just something very
communal about the concept.
What do you think is most misunderstood
about indigenous rights?

Some people think that the indigenous
rights movement is to menghalang or
menolak kemajuan. “Why don’t you want
development, don’t you want to stop
living in trees?” These are examples of
exaggerated statements that more or less
capture this misunderstanding.
For me, the indigenous rights movement
isn’t about resisting development. It’s
about fighting for the right to choose
what kind of development and when.
The choice to determine our own future.
I don’t think indigenous people hate
development. We just dislike having it
shoved down our throats.
Having been in Kuala Lumpur for over 5
years, what do you miss most about Sabah?
The people. The dan lain-lain men and
women of Sabah are so much more
better-looking.

Jubili Anilik  
p 019-5321617  
e janilik@bonadvocates.com

joined: september 2014
from: university malaya
practice areas: criminal and employment law
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Aston Philip Paiva  

Aston Philip PAIVA
Advocate

p 017-3570323  

Aston practises in the area of public and administrative law. He recently acted as lead counsel in several landmark decisions involving
the rights of the transgender community and interfaith child custody
disputes.
Aston read law at Cardiff University and was called to the English Bar
(Gray’s Inn) in 2008. He was admitted as an advocate and solicitor of
the High Court of Malaya in 2009.

e apaiva@bonadvocates.com
Andrew Yong Yu-I  

Andrew YONG Yu-I
Advocate
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Andrew was called to the English Bar (Lincoln’s Inn) in 2008
and was admitted as an advocate and solicitor of the High
Court of Malaya in 2011. He is a Member of the Chartered
Institute of Arbitrators.

e ayong@bonadvocates.com

Andrew holds an MA in Philosophy, Politics and Economics
from the University of Oxford and an LLM from the University of London. He trained at Herbert Smith LLP in London,
and was admitted to the roll of solicitors in 2006. He served
as a judicial assistant at the English Court of Appeal and
practised at Fulbright & Jaworski International LLP until
2009.

p 016-8104522  

Andrew’s dispute resolution portfolio focuses on international arbitration and commercial litigation. He also practises in the areas of public law, defamation and general civil
litigation.
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PUAH Sze Ning
(Resident) photographer & interviewer
Sze Ning took the photographs you are seeing here. She is a freelance photographer who also works as
the media coordinator for an NGO, the Indigenous Peoples Network of Malaysia (JOAS).

Was it difficult to photograph the
BON commune?
I had a blast! In many ways, I relate
a lot to them because I feel like the
work we do is similar in the sense
that we pursue public interest work
(or ‘activism’ as they would call it),
while doing other wage-earning
jobs, e.g. photography.

What got you into photography?
When digital cameras first came
about, I was in my late teens and
would borrow my best friend’s
point and shoot camera and obsessively photograph everything, fearing that I would forget things that
happened. Eventually, my mom
got me one of my own, which was a
really big deal back then.
When I did my internship with the
Center for Orang Asli Concerns
(COAC), the coordinator, who is
now my mentor and an avid photographer, insisted I learn how to
take photographs properly, even
though I just had a little basic camera. Before that, I never even con-
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sidered the possibility of being ‘a
photographer’. But because he believed that I could take better photos, it gave me the confidence to
properly pursue photography (and
I am still learning!).
Eventually, one camera led to another (bigger) camera, and photography became a large part of my
life, hand in hand with my indigenous rights work.

So what do you do, exactly?
Apart from taking corporate portraits, events and doing documentary assignments, as the media coordinator for JOAS, I coordinate
information-gathering and the distribution of educational materials
on indigenous rights to our members and to the public. A lot of the
news that we put out is based on
information from our members,
who are indigenous peoples from
Sabah, Sarawak and Peninsular
Malaysia. So it is really grassroots,
community-driven reporting and
documentation by the indigenous
peoples themselves.
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Loretta CHIN Foong Jinn
Commune coach
As leader of BON’s Projek Cuci Otak, Loretta
plays a crucial part in the commune’s effort for
self-realisation, or to put simply, to be the driver
of their own lives by finding their element and
purpose. Her area of profession is more commonly known as life coaching.
“I let them talk about whatever’s on their mind. If
a particular topic or issue comes up a few times,
we dig deeper into that and see what we discover
in terms of areas of growth or development,” explains Loretta.
Loretta meets each commune member on a
one-to-one basis, with each session catered to
the individual.
Although some might imagine a personal coach
as someone on the sidelines waving pom-poms
to cheer you on, in reality, it is far from that. Per-

haps a more fitting analogy would be being an
‘anchor’.
Loretta’s prior work experiences have taken
her from singing on stage, to aid work for a
church in interior Orang Asli villages, and all
the way to a corporate office, working in finance and banking. As diverse as these jobs
may seem, they all have one thing in common –
she poured her heart and soul into each job for
many years. Through that journey, she saw the
world from many different perspectives, which
made it hard not to come out a more grounded
person. As a coach, being grounded is essential to keep bringing members of the commune
back to who they are – for without which, there
can be no clarity of purpose and direction.

Let’s be honest, are the BON people a
bunch of crazies?

okay. It’s their individual journey. Having
understood that saved me from the ‘save
the world’ mentality.
Not so much crazy, but radical and refresh- Clarity in a person’s mind really moves
ing, a very dynamic and talented bunch. I
one forward. Within the first week of
am excited to see where they go from here. coaching, I went out to buy a house,
something I had been putting off for three
Why do you think coaching is important? to four years which I regretted as the prices
skyrocketed. I even had a ‘regret inventory’
Everyone can do with a new perspective to of the houses I had seen and the asking
prices with the valuations three years later.
a same old situation or challenge. That is
Coaching helped me move forward from
what coaching does for you. There is also
an element of support and encouragement regret to action.
for one to discover themselves and new apHow will your time with the commune
proaches to life.
help BON?
How has personal coaching helped you
grow as a person?

I think that my role as a coach helps individuals focus better on their work and life
passions. I see them aligning their values
I think the greatest takeaway for me is that and goals with what they do at BON to
the courage and motivation to grow or
greatly motivate them every day. On the
change comes from within the person. You flip side, if they see that their values and
can’t force that change, you can’t catalyse needs are not met in the BON culture,
it. A coach just helps the coachee reflect
they are clearer about why they are diswhat they have within them. Sometimes,
satisfied and can then find new ways to
that is hard when the coachee is not ready enable the best for themselves, as well as
to see his or her own potential. Still, that’s for the firm.
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THOUGHT
LEADERSHIP

Edmund Bon
Documents like sale and purchase agreements,
uncontested wills and probate, accident claims,
divorce petitions, mitigation and bail in criminal
cases are standard, boiler-plate templates
that do not necessarily need to be done by
lawyers. They can be managed by the public if
the cases are not complex. It’s called ‘DIYLaw’.
Lawyers should be focusing on more complex
legal work like an expert trusted legal adviser
managing strategy and tactics. Much of today’s
routine work such as reviewing documents,
legal research and project management may
be undertaken by non-lawyers or outsourced.
Technology is already facilitating electronic
disclosure, document indexing, bundling and
the chronological arrangement of documents.
Lawyers shouldn’t be spending their time
performing such mundane work that does not
require much legal expertise.

“This is a public service to improve access to
justice. It’s slightly disingenuous to do something which you know can be done by a nonlawyer, and you’re profiting from it.” (Malay
Mail Online, September 24 2014)
‘Fatwa’ cannot apply to non-Muslims. Edmund
was investigated for sedition over his remarks
regarding the application of the fatwa in reference to the Kedah Sultan, who had cited a ruling by the National Fatwa Council in 1986 that
‘Allah’ and several other words are exclusive to
Muslims.

“Edicts and fatwa cannot be applied on
non-Muslims as it will violate their legal
and religious rights. Non-Muslims cannot be
charged in a syariah court so any decree by
the National Fatwa Council does not apply
to non-Muslims.” (The Malaysian Insider,
January 20 2014)

New Sin Yew
The Sedition Act 1948 should be repealed in the
interest of freedom of speech and expression.
Ali Abd Jalil, a youth activist, was detained for
three weeks and re-arrested by the police several times under the Act before he finally fled to
Sweden and sought political asylum.

“The whole saga highlights how ridiculous
the Sedition Act 1948 is, as it appeared to be
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a crime for people to express their thoughts.
The way in which people are expressing their
independent thoughts and opinions can result
in them being taken on a nationwide roadshow by the police.” (The Malaysian Insider,
September 26 2014)
Unregistered societies like Negara-Ku can
function as long as they do not threaten national
security. In 2012, the High Court quashed then
Home Minister Datuk Seri Hishammuddin
Hussein’s order and declared the Bersih 2.0
coalition a lawful society, noting that there was
no evidence the group of more than 80 NGOs
threatened national security, public order or
morality.

“You cannot declare a society or a coalition of
societies illegal just because they have not been
registered.” (The Malaysian Insider, July 30
2014)

Jane Tai
It will not be practicable to hold an inquest into
the disappearance of flight MH370 as the plane
presumably crashed far away from Malaysia.
More evidence is needed to prove the deaths of
all those aboard the Malaysia Airlines commercial jet.

“It would also be difficult to gather evidence
for the inquiry. There should be more primary
evidence, particularly from the investigators and rescue or search teams that there is
virtually no hope of survivors being found.”
(Malay Mail Online, March 29 2014)

Joshua Tay
Datuk Ibrahim Ali’s alleged threat to burn
Bibles cannot be defended under Article 11(4)
of the Federal Constitution that prohibits the
propagation of other faiths among Muslims.

“Ibrahim Ali’s statement is clearly not federal
or state law. Even if the context of the statement is made within the spirit of Article 11(4),
it’s not a defence because one of the ingredients of Section 298 (of the Penal Code) is the
intention to wound the religious feelings of
another.” (Malay Mail Online, October 11
2014)
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